
Mentoring 

childhood 

for better 

tomorrow....

from the house of CAREER POINT



Our mission is to help each child to realize the breath of his; the unlimited power of his mind 

& imagination and strength of his spirit to ensure his all round development. We want to 

enable each child to cope with the ever-growing challenges of life through continuous 

learning.

We are poised to fulfill our part of social responsibility with a future focused approach.

With best wishes.

Pramod Maheshwari

[B.Tech, IIT-Delhi]

Mentor's MessageMentor's Message



Global Kids
an Intro

How one 

handles success 

or failure is 

determined by 

their early 

childhood
- Harold Ramis

Learning for Life time begins here..

It is a known fact that children do their most important learning before the 

age of five. At this age, for kids each morning is the dawn of another 

amazing adventure. Considering this fact, our focus is not only on 

developing academic skills, but also intellectual, emotional, linguistic, 

physical, social and moral skills that will ensure all-round development of 

children.

We believe that children are active learners, who learn best from interacting 

with nature, other children and adults in child-centered activities.

Global Kids provides caring and trusting environment in which children can 

flourish as individual. Our child centered philosophy allows children to learn 

through play by exploring their environment. In order to stimulate a child's 

learning, we provide opportunities to each child to grow and develop while 

reading, listening and playing. Love and affection are the hallmarks of all 

these pursuits.

The colorful and cheerful environment, child-friendly equipment, enticing 

toys and games at Global Kids help a child to listen and discover, imagine 

and create. Overall, Global Kids is not merely a school; it is a concept in 

education. It is a new dimension to a perfect mural for learning and 

childhood development.



We Understand that children of age group 2 to 6

need to be actively engaged in 12 different areas 

to strengthen their brain cells and 

develop holistically
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Our 

 curriculum
is holistically 

designed

The first six 

years have so 

much to do with 

how the next 

80 turn out
- Bill Gates

Planned Curriculum
It is scientifically established fact that 50% of intelligence develops during 

0-6 years. Hence this is the best time to focus on developing the overall 

personality of the kid. The Global Kids recognizes that children learn best 

through direct experience, play, exploration and inquiry. Children at Global 

Kids learn to think, reason, question and experiment as they participate in 

hands-on activities with a variety of open-ended materials. The curriculum 

at Global Kids is scientifically designed which adopts an integrated and 

holistic approach to learning. The Global Kids pre-school curriculum 

includes:

Activity based Learning :  

Kids are terrific learners, with an amazing amount of energy and an 

eagerness to try new things. Everything they do, they do with great vigor 

and enthusiasm. Accordingly, our classrooms and lesson plans for kids are 

packed with activities to encourage questions, confidence, interaction and 

most of all, discovery. Using activity oriented learning methods, we give 

children the all possible opportunities to experiment with ideas and have 

new experiences. 

Intellectual Development: 

Our specially designed curriculum focuses on the child's five senses (sight, 

hearing, touch, smell and taste), the skills of memory, observations, 

problem solving, logical thinking and developing a scientific attitude and a 

sense of curiosity ensuring intellectual development of the children. 

Physical Development: 

A wide range of interesting activities and games have been carefully 

planned in Global Kids curriculum to develop children's gross and fine 

motor skills in their indoor and outdoor physical environment. 



Language & Social Development: 

The curriculum also put stress on Language and Social development of a child. By using activities of their daily lives or their 

imaginations, children express feelings and develop language skills. Group play, take turns and sharing activities ensure 

development of social skills. 

Creative Development: 

This is the blossoming of creativity with the help of music, dance, and colors. The child's imagination soars as he creates 

things. Apart from inculcating good behaviour and manners, Global Kids curriculum also develop various life-skills in the 

child. The curriculum imparts to the child qualities like: 

n n n Confidence     Independence    Leadership    

n n Responsibility &   Emotional balances etc.



Our 

 teachers
are passionate 

to teach

Children are 

like wet cement 

whatever falls 

on them, makes 

an impression
- Dr. Hiam Ginnot

The role of the teacher at Global Kids is that of a facilitator, who facilitates 

learning and skill development of a child. All our teachers have a consistent, 

predictable and nurturing relationship with children and parents. The 

teachers are also warm and caring, they understand that each child is 

unique and make special efforts to cater to the needs of every child. Our 

staff undergoes regular in-service training and is kept up-to-date with the 

latest trends in teaching and early childhood development. Our teachers 

base their daily lesson plans on the following philosophy: 

Children learn through active exploration : 

Global Kids programs encourage children to explore, experiment, and 

discover solutions through active manipulation of an array of projects and 

materials.

Role of Our Teachers

Children initiate their own learning: 

At Global Kids children spend a major portion of their day exploring freely  

while supported and guided by teachers. 

Learning comes from open-ended experiences:

Global Kids teachers encourage children to exercise their imaginations and 

reasoning skills through creative problem solving. We believe the process of 

finding answers is infinitely more valuable than the answers themselves.



Adults are facilitators of childhood learning:

Global Kids teachers are encouraged to ask children questions and initiate discussions. They are trained to create learning 

environments that are stimulating and enjoyable. At Global Kids, we're dedicated to give your child the opportunity to learn 

and grow in a rich and developmentally appropriate environment. Our educationally sound, interactive activities will 

challenge their imaginations and encourage essential skills for success-both in school and life.



Global Kids has unmatched infrastructure and facilities providing a rich 

environment “where lifetime learning begins”.

Global Kids is a child-friendly, safe, hygienic, purposefully-built, colorful, 

beautifully designed and well equipped Pre-school.

Our clean comfortable classroom and various activity areas are uniquely 

designed to address each child's needs, abilities and development level.

The colorful theme walls and age-appropriate colorful furniture make the 

school dream place for the children where they would like to spend most of 

their time. The classes and play areas are completed with relevant colorful 

non toxic toys. They are used as teaching aids and help the child to develop 

various skills.

The entire school has been divided into playful learning zones. The result is 

an environment from which the child's mind soaks knowledge like a sponge 

soaks water. Few specially designed zones are as under-

Play-way Learning Room

The play way learning room is a nice, big and spacious room. The room is 

filled with artist's dream, creativity and aesthetics personified. The Pictures, 

puzzles, learning toys and educational games add more substance for fun 

with learning. Pictorial books and a whole lot of things help in language and 

social development. The play way learning room has been divided into 

different corners like -

n  Communication Skills and Public Speaking Corner

  Communication and Public Speaking are among the most critical 

skills to achieve success in life. Your child must possess good 

communication and Public Speaking skills. At Global Kids, we 

constantly improve the child's vocabulary and expression in 

language. We also encourage them to perform. It helps them to get 

rid of stage fright and builds confidence.

n Individual Skill Development Corner

  This area exposes your child to a variety of skills, mental, emotional, 

social, physical, creative and artistic. The child is made aware of all this 

and starts forming impressions as per aptitude, attitude and natural 

skills.

Global Kids Advantage

Learning 
obviously 

is a continued 

process

Children must 

be taught 

“HOW to THINK” 

not what to 

think.
- Margaret Mead



n  Doll House 

  Doll house is an interactive way to learn about daily household things along with ethical values and good manners. it 

consists of four concepts: 

u  Mini kitchen – Children will get familiar with utensils, dining accessories, raw food materials, taste of food, ethical 

values, safety measures, sense of hygiene etc. 

u   Drawing arena – Children will be aware of attending guests, learning polish words and manners.

u   Rest arena –Developing the awareness regarding the importance of rest.

u   Presentation arena – Learning becomes fast and easy if children can see what they are doing. They will learn body 

parts and various actions and expressions.

n Creativity Center 

  Your child could be a hidden star, you never know! The Creativity Center is a place where children learn art and craft as 

well as participate in music and dance. We nurture their inherent talents and bring out their creativity.

n  General Mannerisms Corner

  General Mannerisms and dining corner is equipped with material to promote personal manners, etiquettes and 

courtesies.



n Rest Corner 

  Our little ones do also get tired. The soft lullabies will put them to 

dreams in our Rest Area. It was a  bliss in that dawn to be there and to 

have been with Global Kids is heavenly. 

FREE PLAY ROOMS & ARENA

The free play room provides opportunity for physical and social 

development of kids with the help of toys, cars, electronic cars and bicycles, 

swings, slides, games, pool, golf, cricket and even cute punches of boxing. It 

is just play and fun. Enjoy naturally and grow naturally. Here fun is not mixed 

with anything but fun.

 n Gym arena 

  Gym arena is having child friendly gym equipments help children to 

keep themselves fit. Motor (gross and fine) development is another 

benefit of gym arena.

  n Sand pit

  Sand pit is meant for children to develop their sense of imagination, 

motor skills and decision making capacity with fun and vigour.

  n Splash pool 

  Splash pool always is an exciting experience for children as enjoying 

with water is a hobby for them. Using Splash pool children will learn 

the importance of water in our life and also they learn regarding 

water-borne transport as well. 

Audio visual room 

Audio-visual learning is always very effective and fast for children at this age 

group, They grasp the content well and understand the concept effectively. 

Children of 2-5 years of age group find audio-visual learning easy and 

interesting as compared to learning from books as it is monotonous 

sometimes. Through this Audio-visual room students are shown stories, 

rhymes, cartoon films etc to enhance their vocabulary and social 

development. .

Art & Craft room 

Art & craft room is to polish the hidden creative talent of children, 

developing concentration level, developing the interaction capability and 

exploring the sense of imagination.

Sand Pit

Splash Pool

Audio Visual Room

Gym Arena





n Motor skills, Toys Gripping, Bead and ball activity, Puzzles, Blocks, 

Hammer and tong exercise, threading and counting beads.

n Art and craft work, Puppet, Hand impression, Coloring, Cotton dabbing, 

Clay modeling, Tearing and pasting, Sticking, Trace bodies and color, 

Free draw, toy, snack etc

n Seasons, dresses, festivals movies and visits.

n Mothers day, Fathers day, Grand parent day, Friendship day, Teachers 

day, Annual and Sports day.

n Graphing “how many in our classrooms?” Names and hunt around 

classroom.

n Paper plate faces with emotions and Picnic plates with food cut – outs.

n Memory game with cards, fruit and vegetable prints with paint.

n Free draw on paper – things at night and things during the day.

n Dramatic play schoolroom, home, shop and housekeeping.

n Free draw on parts of the plants and leaf printing.

n Plays, Puppets and dramatic play – Movie theater.

n Baby footprints with palm impression.

n Grow seeds, plant and basic works in a garden.

n Texture box – sheep wool, felt, corduroy etc.

n Mix/match cards with dress and season.

n Themes, Rhymes, Stories, Song and Dance.

n Animal mural, Animal/Birds/Plants/Puzzles.

n Ride around the area in bus.

n Sports, Games, Physical activities.

n Sticking, cutting and pasting.

n Trip to a Zoo and animal noises.

n Free draw favorite person or favorite animal.

n Floor puzzles.

 and many more...

Regular Learning 
Activities

Activities are 

for learning, 
fun & skill 

development

There is a 

garden in every 

childhood an 

enchanted 

place where 

colors are 

brighter, the air 

softer and the 

morning more 

fragrant than 

ever again.
- Elizabeth Lawrence



A world of learning and doing, friends and fun, games and activities that's Global Kids for a child. To develop the overall 

personality of a child, a typical day at Global Kids packs in the right amount of learning with fun in a very creative and 

interesting way.

Day at Global Kids

Children work in the areas of interest 

with freedom to change areas.

Planning Time Work Time

Children are divided into groups & 

encourage them to communicate 

their interests.

The children return to the work 

areas and are encouraged to 

communicate.

The children are divided into 

groups to work on cognitive, 

language and fine motor skills.

Recall Time Small Group Time

Story Time Outside Time

Activities include story, dramatization, 

rhythmic movement etc

Activities include playing with boxes, 

blowing or chasing bubbles, playing 

in sand or water. Swings and sports 

items are also used.

Greeting Time

Welcome of children to make them 

comfortable & feel homely.

Children learn to become responsible 

and independent by putting away 

their own materials & helping others 

to clean up.

Clean Up Time

Large Group Time

All children gather to participate in 

large motor activities. They play 

group games, physically respond to 

music.



You're a very important part of our program. We'll keep you involved at every step

At Global Kids, it is our conviction that parents are our active partners in ensuring the best all-round development of the 

children. We want parents to play their role effectively for that there are some inputs:

Expectations from Parents

Take them out to

the playground.

Introduce them

to new concepts.

Encourage them to

make new friends.

Explore their

creative side.

Spend quality

family time.

Read stories

together.

Make you house their

personal gallery

Ways to
Actively
engage
your 
child



CAREER POINT

Cultivating , MINDS

Honing ,TALENT

Shaping CAREER

Kota [H.O]: Global Kids Division 

Career Point Limited, CP Tower, IPIA, Road No.1, Kota (Raj.)-5 | Tel: +91-744-3040001

www.globalkidsworld.in | info@globalkidsworld.in
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from the house of CAREER POINT
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